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NSW TRAINLINK

Company: Meld Studios | Year: 2016 | Role: Workshop Facilitation Support, Collaborative Research & Synthesis, Artefact Visualisations/Designs

NSW TRAINLINK

THE FUTURE CX
OF NSW TRAINS
NSW TrainLink required a Customer Experience Strategy to set an
organisation wide, customer-focused vision and plan, to articulate
the future customer experience for NSW TrainLink customers.
I was contracted at Meld Studios for 6 months as a Senior
member to collaboratively define NSWTL’s customer proposition,
design the future Intercity and Regional customer journeys and
a proposed program to drive tangible improvements in customer
service, technology, and customer environment.

1. DESK
RESEARCH

2. CONTEXTUAL
RESEARCH

3. CURRENT STATE
WORKSHOPS

4. COMMUNICATING
THE CURRENT STATE

During this project a number of NSW
TrainLink reports were referred to as a
starting point, as well as customer facing
communication channels.

Regional and Intercity stations were
visited and train journeys were taken
to better understand the experience
of train customers.

Two half-day workshops with 20 frontline
staff. We discussed customer and staff pain
points, opportunity areas, and how each
group is made aware of service disruptions.

Using staff feedback, we generated a series
of images reflecting the current state which
we presented to management. We then
narrowed our focus on specific issues.

5. FUTURE STATE
WORKSHOPS

6. GENERATE CONCEPTS

7. TEST & REFINE
CONCEPTS

8. ARTICULATE

We asked what excellence looks like
in moments of disruption and BAU.
We encouraged staff to ideate what
a great working situation looks like.

Using feedback and findings from the
frontline staff and management Future
State workshops, we generated concept
cards that ideated an ideal Future State
customer journey on NSW TrainLink.

We divided testing over two weeks,
using distinct concepts for Regional
and Intercity travel, spending an hour
talking one-on-one with customers.

Numerous artefacts were produced to
articulate the future state experience of
NSW TrainLink’s Intercity and Regional
customers. Including high-fidelity journey
maps, diagrams and reports.

TOYOTA

Company: MercerBell and Saatchi & Saatchi | Year: 2019 | Role: Design Direction, Creative Strategy & Art Direction

TOYOTA

OYO CAR SHARE
UX & UI WEBSITE
Toyota piloted a new car sharing service in Melbourne, branded as Oyo.
I designed a three phased approach for the 2019 pilot launch, crafted
and led the design direction from UX to UI to build. The objective was to
evaluate the validity of the service, adapt, pivot if required and launch at
scale. The pilot was a success and is now an active service operating in VIC.
oyocarshare.com.au

OYO WIREFRAMING & VISUAL EXPLORATION

Mood board

Mood board

TOYOTA

CRM COMMS

Toyota

15:03

All-New RAV4 unlocks a new world of possibilities
Start planning your next adventure

Hundreds of Toyota CRM emails were key deliverables
during my time at MB and S&S. They ranged from car
launches and monthly newsletter updates, right through
to service messages and reminders.
Artefacts shown here include the historic rebirth launch
of the Supra and the new RAV4. Both required planned
phased journeys and creative territory concepts. The
Supra had an expression of interest phase, pre-launch
and launch journeys due to its limited batch of 300 cars.

EMPHASIS

eDM emphasis is scaled
from Aspirational to
Functional by adjusting
the presentation of the
Primary module.

Functional

Aspirational

PRIMARY
PRIMARY
PRIMARY

MCDONALD’S

Company: Track / DDB | Year: 2015 | Role: Design Direction, Creative Strategy & Art Direction

MCDONALD’S

CREATE
YOUR
TASTE

BUILD YOUR OWN BURGER

McDonald’s intended to give its burger menu a complete
revamp, aiming to transform the Macca’s experience for all
Australians. The changes included a new customisable burger
menu called ‘Create Your Taste’ where customers used digital
kiosks to build their own burger from scratch, choosing from
over 30 ingredients. McDonald’s also introduced table service,
allowing customers to relax with a drink while they wait for
their customised burger to be cooked and brought to their
table. From the CRM comms phase journeys to collaborating
on the touch screen kiosk designs, it was an excitingly
innovative project that resulted in permanent touch screens
in McDonald’s restaurants nationally.

MCDONALD’S

SNEAKY
DEALS

McDonald’s Australia needed to improve their offering to millenials.
Their deals weren’t competitive enough against other large fast food
outlets. Especially when it came to price point. Millenials wanted more
bang for their buck. ‘It’s What Australia Ordered’ was a new territory
McDonald’s aimed to own. In that space, ‘Sneaky Deals’ was born,
specifically to target millenials, who are tech-savvy, trend-setters
and first in the know. Over 4 weeks, ‘Sneaky Deals’ that weren’t on the
menu and expired weekly, were presented via email and social media.

AMEX

Company: MercerBell (Publicis Group) | Year: 2019 | Role: Design Direction, Creative & Art Direction

Scenarios – Pizza and groceries

AMEX

ESSENTIAL
CREDIT CARD
CAMPAIGN
AMEX needed a creative-led, digitally focused 2019
launch campaign for their Essential Credit Card;
designed for millenials who may benefit from every day
spend with low barrier to entry. The target demo were
reluctant to apply for any credit card and intentionally
avoids fees and debt. The concept had to speak their
language, at speed. Thus, the ‘Essentially ...’ campaign
was born accross dozens of digital and OOH channels.

American Express

American Express

American Express

American Express

The American Express Essential® Card is full of
the good stuff, like reward points and Smartphone
Screen Insurance, plus $50 Dining Credit when you
apply. T&Cs apply.
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Learn More
The American Express
Essential Card
Essentially, $50 Dining Credit when you apply today.

Learn More
The American Express
Essential Card
Essentially, more rewards with no annual fee.
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3M AQUA-PURE
Company: Wunderman (GPY&R) | Year: 2015 | Role: Creative Lead & Design

3M AQUA-PURE

HOW PURE?
We all take water for granted. Especially the tap variety. Do we really think about its purity and
how much pure water can benefit us? My idea was to use science based information to engage
prospects. Showing the hidden nasties we consume is an extremely powerful way to view tap
water differently, and change for the better. It pays to compare. It pays to drink Aqua-pure.

CBA

Company: Imagination | Year: 2011-2012 | Role: Creative, Design & Finished Art

CBA

TWICE
AS NICE
Every dollar that was given to
the Staff Community Fund by
CBA Staff was matched by the
Group. Helping twice as many
charities and twice as many kids.
There were branch activations
throughout numerous CBA
offices across Australia.

CBA

TIME
VAULT
The challenge was to get
Australians excited about the
Bank’s milestone and educate
them on the history of the bank.
‘Time Vault’ was developed;
fusing online and offline worlds
in a two-week treasure hunt
quiz that gave away ten prizes
of $2000.

CBA

INFOGRAPHICS
When CBA launched their deal of 0% p.a. for 5 months on new
Commbank Credit Card purchases, the idea to express the depth
of that 5 months, leveraging info graphics. When you look at it,
a lot can sure happen in 5 months. This extended to other data.

TELSTRA

Company: Lavender | Year: 2014 | Role: Creative Lead, Design & Finished Art

TELSTRA

THANKSQUESTIONS?
WE’RE HERE
A MILLION
TO HELP
Many Telstra customers were not happy. For over
We want to give you excellent service every time.
If there’s anything
can do for you, just
ask.
four quarters, Telstra’s customer
Net we
Promoter
Score
to Brian Jones, your local Telstra representative.
(NPS) had been decreasing.Chat
Too
many customers
were Detractors and too few were Advocates.
1031a/500 Oxford Street, Bondi Junction NSW 2022
Phone: 1800 723 917

The aim was to show millions of Telstra customers
a new level of recognition and care by saying
a simple thank you. Through highly targeted 1:1
communications made by staff right across the
business, the campaign enabled connections with
customers in a genuine way, sparking a major cultural
change throughout the company.
telstra.com

THANK YOU

Ms Sally Pearce
123 Sample Street
Sampleville NSW 1234

Dear Sally,
A change is sweeping through Telstra, and I’m so committed to it, I wanted to let you know personally. Before I do
though, here are two important words that we probably don’t say often enough:
Thank you
Recognising our customers and working harder at how we care for you have never been more central to our business.
With this in mind, everyone here at Telstra is putting their full support behind our commitment to you as a customer:
• To make sure you’re happy with your products and services – such as better-value plans, more ways to stay
in control of your charges and our great Telstra New Phone Feeling™ offer
• To continue to provide you with fantastic networks – from the largest mobile network coverage area to fast
and reliable home broadband, we want you to be able to get connected easily
•
– we’re improving our customer service so you get one point
of contact who’ll help you get everything working again as soon as possible
• To reward you just for being a Telstra customer – through Telstra Thanks®, we give you great deals on tickets to
movies, music concerts and sporting events
While I can’t, unfortunately, say thank you for your business in person, I can give you the details of someone from
my team who’s there for you at our store in Bondi Junction. Their name’s Brian Jones and they’re on the same
page as all of us in looking after you with care and enthusiasm.
of helpful information at telstra.com or for general enquiries, you can call 1800 760 652 (24 hours, 7 days) or email
me at andy.j.ellis@telstra.com
Yours sincerely,

Andy Ellis
Head of Customer Service and Contact Centres

BRIAN JONES
YOUR LOCAL TELSTRA
REPRESENTATIVE

LOCAL HELP
WHEN YOU
NEED IT

1800 723 917
1031a/500 Oxford Street,
Bondi Junction NSW 2022

Things you need to know: Thanks Movie Tickets are subject to availability and not valid on public holidays or after 5pm on Saturdays. Surcharges apply
for Vmax and 3D screenings. Tickets can’t be used for Gold Class, special events or in conjunction with any other offer. Check telstra.com/movies for full
details. Telstra services on the NBN are not available to all areas, homes or customers. The spectrum device and ™ are trade marks and ® are registered
TELCO0081_PPB (03/14)
trade marks of Telstra Corporation Limited ABN 33 051 775 556.

If you no longer wish to receive marketing messages from Telstra please contact us on 1800 039 059 to update your preferences.

Over 6 million customers were thanked. Customers
were delighted, and many told Telstra how much they
appreciated being personally thanked. NPS increased
by 5 points. Staff were also motivated by the
experience, which instigated a whole new approach
to customer care at Telstra on an ongoing basis.
The cherry on top was that this campaign won the
Gold for ‘Data Strategy’ in 2014 for the AC&E awards.

TELCO0081_TAM_eDM_Passive-Local_02.psd

QUESTIONS?
WE’RE HERE
TO HELP
We want to give you excellent service every time.
If there’s anything we can do for you, just ask.
Chat to Brian Jones, your local Telstra representative.
1031a/500 Oxford Street, Bondi Junction NSW 2022
Phone: 1800 723 917
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Ms Sally Pearce
123 Sample Street
Sampleville NSW 1234

Dear Sally,
A change is sweeping through Telstra, and I’m so committed to it, I wanted to let you know personally. Before I do
though, here are two important words that we probably don’t say often enough:
Thank you
Recognising our customers and working harder at how we care for you have never been more central to our business.
With this in mind, everyone here at Telstra is putting their full support behind our commitment to you as a customer:
• To make sure you’re happy with your products and services – such as better-value plans, more ways to stay
in control of your charges and our great Telstra New Phone Feeling™ offer
• To continue to provide you with fantastic networks – from the largest mobile network coverage area to fast
and reliable home broadband, we want you to be able to get connected easily
•
– we’re improving our customer service so you get one point
of contact who’ll help you get everything working again as soon as possible
• To reward you just for being a Telstra customer – through Telstra Thanks®, we give you great deals on tickets to
movies, music concerts and sporting events
While I can’t, unfortunately, say thank you for your business in person, I can give you the details of someone from
my team who’s there for you at our store in Bondi Junction. Their name’s Brian Jones and they’re on the same
page as all of us in looking after you with care and enthusiasm.
of helpful information at telstra.com or for general enquiries, you can call 1800 760 652 (24 hours, 7 days) or email
me at andy.j.ellis@telstra.com
Yours sincerely,

Andy Ellis
Head of Customer Service and Contact Centres

BRIAN JONES
YOUR LOCAL TELSTRA
REPRESENTATIVE
1800 723 917

telstra.com
Things you need to know: Thanks Movie Tickets are subject to availability and not valid on public holidays or after 5pm on Saturdays. Surcharges apply
for Vmax and 3D screenings. Tickets can’t be used for Gold Class, special events or in conjunction with any other offer. Check telstra.com/movies for full
details. Telstra services on the NBN are not available to all areas, homes or customers. The spectrum device and ™ are trade marks and ® are registered
TELCO0081_PPB (03/14)
trade marks of Telstra Corporation Limited ABN 33 051 775 556.

If you no longer wish to receive marketing messages from Telstra please contact us on 1800 039 059 to update your preferences.
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LOCAL HELP
WHEN YOU
NEED IT

TOURISM AUS
Company: Clemenger BBDO | Year: 2015 | Role: Design Direction, Creative & Art Direction
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TAU5052: TOURISM AUSTRALIA

OPTION 2

TOURISM AUSTRALIA

FRONT

GOOGLE VR
HEADSETS

BACK

Tourism Australia were looking for new
and innovative ways to bring the Australian
experience to the world. While at Clemmenger,
to compliment the positioning; ‘It’s a place
you feel’ – I created these Google VR headset
designs based on Google’s existing cardboard
template construction.

TAU5052: TOURISM AUSTRALIA

TAU5052: TOURISM AUSTRALIA
TAU5052: TOURISM AUSTRALIA

WESTPAC
Company: Track / DDB | Year: 2013 | Role: Creative Lead & Design

WESTPAC

GREENER
PASTURES
The challenge was to convert customers from
other competitive banks to make the switch to
Westpac’s Low Rate Credit Card. And, to re-affirm
the brand as one that supports Australians.
This tempting switch message was projected
on multiple communication touch points.
Traffic to the landing page, created massive
usage and high applications due to the creation
of a one of a kind balance transfer calculator tool.
The calculator allowed for transparency and
immediacy to put their doubts to rest.

INTERFACE

Company: Imagination | Year: 2011-2012 | Role: Creative Lead, Design & Finished Art

INTERFACE

PRODUCT
BRANDING
Interface are the world’s largest designer
and manufacturer of carpet tiles. I was given
the opportunity to design the identity of
selected product collections. Each have
a personality of their own, based on
conceptualised themes. All logos are
custom designed typography.

ISOWHEY

Company: Imagination | Year: 2011-2012 | Role: Creative Lead, Design & Finished Art

ISOWHEY

A REAL
DIFFERENCE
Achieving and maintaining a healthy
weight can be challenging with so many
products on the market. IsoWhey had
a proven, exclusive formula with real
ingredients of the highest pharmaceutical
grade quality. The idea was to amplify
its real taste and real results. Strategy
included launching the campaign just
before summer and utilising Westfield
traveling activation stands for prospects
to try IsoWhey in person. This included
large printed walls, banners, posters, DM
pieces and print advertising. Zoe Bingley
(Nutritionist and Chef) endorsed the
products and the graphic expression
brought the energy and flavour to life.

CANONBAH
BRIDGE WINES
Company: Wingrove Design | Year: 2008 | Role: Creative Lead, Design & Finished Art

Alcohol: 12.5%
Wine making:
Fermented in stainless steel tanks to retain
its delicate characteristics.

CANONBAH BRIDGE

WINE
REBRAND
‘Ram’s Leap Wine’ was created as the middle class range
of the Canonbah Bridge brand. It was to match their
cheaper yet highest selling wine, ‘Bottle Tree’.

Location:
Our family vineyard is planted on our 4th generation sheep
station, Warren NSW, Australia. We are classified as being
on the edge of the Outback. Our dry, warm climate is ideally
suited to producing fully ripened fruit.
Chemical free Vineyard:
No chemicals are sprayed on the vines. Our isolation
and dry climate enables us to grow grapes in this manner.

www.bottletreewines.com

GIANT THINKERS
Personal Branding | Since: 2012 | Role: Author, Blogger, Podcaster & Speaker

I’VE BEEN
FEATURED IN:

SPOKEN AT 55+
EVENTS WORLDWIDE:
CORPORATE EVENTS,
COMPANIES,
GRADUATIONS,
UNIVERSITIES,
COLLEGES, SCHOOLS,
CONFERENCES
AND WORKSHOPS.

AUTHORED TWO
RECOGNISED BOOKS:
‘HOW TO GET A JOB
AS A DESIGNER’ AND
‘HOW TO GET A MENTOR
AS A DESIGNER’.

APPLE STORE TALK
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

CREATIVELIVE
SAN FRANCISCO, USA

HERMAN MILLER
MICHIGAN, USA

100+ ATTENDEES

10,000 VIEWERS LIVE / 30+ STUDIO AUDIENCE

100+ EXCLUSIVE ATTENDEES

BILLY BLUE & CATC
GRADUATION CEREMONY
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

AIGA ANNUAL
DESIGN CONFERENCE
LAS VEGAS, USA

EMERGENCE
CREATIVE FESTIVAL
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

1200+ ATTENDEES

3000+ ATTENDEES

400+ ATTENDEES

CREATOR OF #3
RANKED PODCAST
‘GIANT THINKERS’
ON ITUNES
FOR THE DESIGN CATEGORY
IN OVER 5 COUNTRIES.
250,000+ ACTIVE
LISTENERS.

YOUNG ACHIEVER
OF THE YEAR
SEMI FINALIST
FOR NSW,
AUSTRALIA
IN 2016.

2 X TIME GOLD
WINNER
THE AUSTRALIAN CREATIVITY
AND EFFECTIVENESS AWARD
IN 2014 AND 2015 FOR TELSTRA
AND GOOGLE PROJECTS.

PREVIOUS PODCAST GUESTS INCLUDE

DEBBIE MILLMAN

VINCE FROST

KELLY SLATER

NAOMI SIMSON

KEVIN LEE

HOST OF DESIGN MATTERS

CEO, FROST* COLLECTIVE

11-TIME WORLD SURFING CHAMP

FOUNDER, REDBALLOON

FORMER GLOBAL HEAD OF DESIGN, VISA

ASHLEIGH AXIOS

RUSSELL JAMES

DAVID LEE

NELSON KUNKEL

MATT EASTWOOD

FORMER CD, THE WHITE HOUSE

PHOTOGRAPHER, VICTORIA’S SECRET

CCO, SQUARESPACE

NATIONAL CD, DELOITTE DIGITAL

GLOBAL CCO, MCCANN HEALTH

PREVIOUS PODCAST GUESTS INCLUDE

CHASE JARVIS

STEPHANIE RICE

JANINE ALLIS

KRISTINA KARLSSON

JULES LUND

FOUNDER & CEO, CREATIVELIVE

3-TIME OLYMPIC GOLD MEDALIST

FOUNDER, BOOST JUICE

FOUNDER, KIKKI.K

FOUNDER, TRIBE

MICHAEL BIERUT

MATT MULLENWEG

REYNOLD POERNOMO

KEVIN O’LEARY

PRINCE EA

PARTNER, PENTAGRAM DESIGN

FOUNDER, WORDPRESS

CHEF & CO-FOUNDER, KOI

US SHARK TANK INVESTOR

SPOKEN WORD ARTIST & CREATOR

WATCH SPEAKER PROFILE VIDEO REEL

RAM CASTILLO
RAM@GIANTTHINKERS.COM

